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● A front-end JavaScript library for building UIs

ReactJS
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● How to set up using React in your web app:

○ You can just add the React library via a <script> tag on any 

HTML page…

■ Very rarely used in practice

○ In most instances, you'll want to use a framework to setup 

and configure your React app

■ Basically a combination of:

● A JS package manager (e.g., npm, yarn)

● A bundler (e.g., webpack, parcel, vite)

● A compiler (e.g., babel)

But first...
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● Many available for different use cases

○ E.g., Gatsby, Next.js, Remix

● We're going to use Create React App

○ Along with most (if not all) other React toolchains, requires the 

use of Node.js for development

React frameworks
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● An outside of the browser JavaScript runtime environment

○ Runs on the V8 engine (Chrome)

○ Allows JavaScript to be used as a more general purpose 

programming language

■ Can run JS on the backend via Node.js!

● E.g., ExpressJS backend framework

○ With React, it will be used to develop and run our app with 

React and any other libraries we want to install via the 

package manager

■ Avoids having to copy the frontend client into the backend 

and spin up a minimal Flask instance!

Node.js
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● $ npx create-react-app app_name

○ Not a typo, npx is a package runner for npm, here it is 

downloading the create-react-app package and running it 

to initialize a new project

● Can then build, test, and run with:

○ $ npm run build

○ $ npm test

○ $ npm start

Creating a Create React App App
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● my-app/
○ README.md

○ node_modules/

○ package.json

○ public/

■ index.html

■ favicon.ico

○ src/

■ App.css

■ App.js

■ App.test.js

■ index.css

■ index.js

■ logo.svg

Create React App results
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● class ShoppingList extends React.Component {

  render() {

    return (

      <div className="shopping-list">

        <h1>Shopping List for {this.props.name}</h1>

        <ul>

          <li>Instagram</li>

          <li>WhatsApp</li>

          <li>Oculus</li>

        </ul>

      </div>

    );

  }

}

A terrible introduction to React:
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● Using DOM manipulation:

○ let element =  document.createElement('h1');

element.setAttribute('class', 'greeting');

let tn = document.createTextNode('Hello, world!');

element.appendChild(tn);

● Using React:

○  const element = React.createElement('h1',

{className: 'greeting'},

'Hello, world!'

);

Creating new elements
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● React.createElement() returns a JavaScript object something 

like this:

○  { type: 'h1', 

props: { className: 'greeting',

children: 'Hello, world!'

}

}

● Cannot be attached directly into the DOM hierarchy

○ Must be rendered using the ReactDOM

Well, not exactly...
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● A "virtual DOM"

● Keeps a cache of data structures representing what the 

rendered page should look like

● Compute differences with the displayed DOM, and issues 

the minimal amount of actual DOM manipulation calls to 

reflect the requested changes

ReactDOM
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● ReactDOM.render(

element,

document.getElementById('targetDiv')

);

Using the ReactDOM
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● element = <h1 className="greeting">Hello, world!</h1>;

● Syntax extensions to JavaScript

○ "Compiled" into React.createElement() calls

■ Hence, evaluate to JS objects, and can be used as such

● Can also embed JS expressions within JSX via {}:

○ const element = (

<h1>

Hello, {getName() + "!"}

</h1>;

);

JSX
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● As we saw, can use string literals as params with ""

● Can also use JS expressions as params, wrapped with {}, do 

not wrap the {} with "". E.g.:

○ element = <h1 className={getGreet()}>Hello, world!</h1>;

● React DOM uses camelCase property naming convention 

instead of HTML attribute names

○ class is instead className

○ tabindex is tabIndex

JSX properties
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● We could just add this line to our page:

○ <script src="https://unpkg.com/babel-standalone@6/babel.min.js"></script>

■ Can now use JSX in future invoked scripts by setting the type 

attribute to type="text/babel"

● Will use Babel to transpile JSX into compatible JavaScript!

○ If we weren't using a toolchain…

● Create React App handles making sure that any JSX is 

transpiled into compatible JavaScript for us!

"Compiling" JSX
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● Can use ReactDom.render() just like in the earlier example

● How do you update JSX elements?

○ You can't!

■ They are immutable

○ You can, however, generate a new element and render that in 

place of the old one

■ E.g., by using the same targetDiv as the render root

Rendering JSX elements
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● Can be done using functions:
○ function Welcome(props) {

return <h1>Hello, {props.who}</h1>;
}

○ const Welcome = (props) => {
return <h1>Hello, {props.who}</h1>;

}
● Or ECMAScript classes:

○ class Welcome extends React.Component {
render() {

return <h1>Hello, {this.props.who}</h1>;
}

}
● But really, just use functions…

Defining components
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● Can be done easily via JSX:

○ const element = <Welcome who="world" />;

ReactDOM.render(

element,

document.getElementById('root')

);

Instantiating components
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● Consider building a clock component

○ Will need to keep track of the current time being displayed

■ How can we maintain this state?

State
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● Why does re01 not work as is?

Event handling
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● import { useState } from 'react';
function Clock() {

const [date, setDate] = useState(new Date());
return (

<div>
<h2>It is {date.toLocaleTimeString()}.</h2>

</div>
);

}

Maintaining state with hooks
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● import { useState, useEffect } from 'react';
function Clock() {

const [date, setDate] = useState(new Date());
useEffect(() => {

const timerID = setInterval( () => tick(), 1000 );
return () => {

clearInterval(timerID);
};

});
const tick = () => {

setDate(new Date());
};
return (

<div>
<h2>It is {date.toLocaleTimeString()}.</h2>

</div>
);

}

That's a boring clock…
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● Brought up when we introduced JavaScript

○ Acting along similar lines to separation of structure and 

presentation from HTML/CSS

● React kind of does away with that…

○ Thoughts?

Separation of markup and logic
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● Allows you to write Android/iOS apps using JS and React!

○ Can check out tutorials using the Expo framework

● Creates an app that will load a JS engine in a thread and run 

the React Native code that you write in that

○ Soon to be updated?

● The UI you build via React Native will be rendered using 

native UI elements to the platform that you are running on 

(Android or iOS)

React Native
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